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Abstract

Purpose: The purpose of this article is to present the first imaging experiments to demonstrate
the functional equivalence between a conventional rotational gantry and a fixed-beam imaging
geometry, and the feasibility of an iterative image-reconstruction technique under gravitational
deformation.
Methods and materials: Experiments were performed using an Elekta Axesse with Agility MLC
and XVI, a custom-built rotating phantom stage, a Catphan QA phantom, and a porcine heart. For
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the imaging equivalence, a conventional cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) of the Catphan
was acquired, as well as a set of 660 x-ray projections with a static gantry and rotating Catphan. Both
datasets were reconstructed with the Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) algorithm, and the resultant
volumetric images were compared using standard metrics. For imaging under gravitational
deformation, a conventional CBCT of the Catphan and a set of 660 x-ray projections with a
static gantry and rotating Catphan were also acquired with a porcine heart. The conventional CBCT
was reconstructed using FDK. The projections that were acquired with the heart rotating were sorted
into angular bins and reconstructed with prior image constrained compressed sensing using a
deformation-blurred FDK prior. Deformation was quantified with B-spline transformation-based
deformable image registration.
Results: For imaging equivalence, the difference between the two Catphan images was consistent
with Poisson noise. For imaging under gravitational deformation, the conventional CBCT porcine
heart image (ground truth at 0 degrees) matched the static gantry, rotating heart reconstruction with
a mean magnitude of <3 mm and maximum magnitude of <5 mm of the deformation vector field.
The mean deformation of the rotating heart was 3.0 to 8.9 mm, up to 16.1 mm maximum
deformation. Deformation was mainly observed in the direction of gravity.
Conclusions: We have demonstrated imaging equivalence in cone beam CT reconstructions be-
tween rigid phantom images acquired with a conventional rotating gantry and with a fixed-gantry
and rotating phantom. We have presented a method for image reconstruction under a fixed-beam
imaging geometry using a deformable phantom.
Copyright ª 2016 the Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of the American Society for
Radiation Oncology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Cancer is the greatest economic health burden in the
world, costing the global economy more than 2 trillion
U.S. dollars annually.1 It is a leading cause of non-
communicable disease and accounts for 1 of every 5
deaths worldwide. In 2012, 14.1 million cases of cancer
were diagnosed and 8.2 million deaths were recorded.
These numbers are expected to almost double by 2035.2

Globally, radiotherapy is the recommended treatment
for 50% to 60% of all patients with cancer.3,4 It is esti-
mated that there are currently 13,462 radiotherapy
machines globally.5 By 2035, the world will need an
additional 21,800 machines just to meet increased treat-
ment demands.6

The availability of radiotherapy machines is propor-
tional to the gross national income per capita.6,7 Major
barriers to the provision of radiotherapy services in low-
and middle-income countries include high capital and
startup costs, high operational and servicing costs, pro-
vision of adequately trained staff, inadequacy of complex
machines in areas that lack supportive infrastructure, and
the large geographic distances that patients are required to
travel to seek treatment.8 There are simply not enough
facilities to treat the increasing cancer epidemic; and
patients in the lowest socioeconomic demographics are
those who miss out most often. Globally, 55 countries
have no radiotherapy at all, and tens of others are severely
underserved.6
Geographic disparities in cancer outcomes due to
radiotherapy accessibility in upper-middle- and high-
income countries are also well established.8-12 Lack of
appropriately tailored (or any) radiotherapy services affect
healthcare systems through increased patient morbidity
and mortality, longer and more complicated hospitaliza-
tions, expensive medicines,13 and unnecessary surgeries
such as mastectomy and prostatectomy.10,14,15 In
Australia, for example, mortality rates are 35% higher for
patients with cancer in rural areas10,16 compared with
mortality rates for patients with rectal cancer, which rise by
6% for every extra 100 km patients live from a radio-
therapy clinic.17 Indigenous patients with cancer suffer
mortality rates that are 30% higher.18,19

Time for a change in approach

There is little doubt that innovative solutions to
deliver high-quality, safe, affordable, and appropriate
care are urgently needed to redress the staggering global
underutilization of radiotherapy to treat the world’s
growing cancer epidemic.20 There is also little doubt that
the crisis is worsening, mainly in middle-income coun-
tries and at rates that are far greater than those in high-
income countries, due largely to their greater population
growth and longevity.2 There is an urgent need, sup-
ported recently by the increasing number of global
awareness campaigns, for innovative and economic
solutions to deliver affordable and accessible
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radiotherapy to patients worldwide. Manufacturers are
responding by launching compact and less costly ver-
sions of some machines in a number of countries and
regions.21-23 Despite these efforts, the “silent crisis”
continues unabated.7

Fixed-beam image-guided adapted radiotherapy
machine

With a view to increase global access to affordable
radiotherapy, static gantry, rotating patient systems are
being developed. Eslick and Keall24 previously introduced
the concept of a compact, economic, real-time, image-
guided, linear accelerator for radiotherapy with a small
industrial footprint and a much smaller and more economic
bunker design (Fig 1). The machine is designed to treat
patients with a fixed vertical treatment beam, a fixed
kilovoltage (kV) imaging system, and a patient rotation
couch. It employs real-time tumor visualization and beam
tracking. This decreases both capital and operational costs
by reducing the engineering complexity, industrial foot-
print, and shielding requirements of the bunker.24

The purpose of this paper is to present the first imaging
experiments for static gantry, fixed-beam, and rotating
phantom imaging. The purpose of these experiments is to
demonstrate the functional imaging equivalence between
conventional rotational and fixed-beam imaging geome-
tries and the feasibility of an image-reconstruction tech-
nique under rotation and gravitational deformation.

Methods and materials

Imaging equivalence under a fixed-beam,
horizontal rotation geometry

A Catphan-computed tomography imaging QA phan-
tom (Phantom Laboratory Inc., Greenwich, NY) was
mounted onto the Phantom Rotation Platform. The
phantom center or platform rotational axes were then
aligned to isocenter. A conventional cone beam computed
tomography (CBCT) was acquired with the LINAC
kilovoltage imaging system, XVI in ‘VolumeView’ mode
Figure 1 Comparison between our static gantry lina
with the Phantom Rotation Platform static and orientated
at an angle of 0 degrees. A second set of 660 x-ray pro-
jections was acquired with XVi (using the MotionView
Scan Preset) while the gantry was static and the Phantom
Rotation Platform rotated at 3 degrees/s. This speed was
chosen to match the number of projections and the gantry
velocity used under the CBCT acquisition. For the x-ray
scans, the gantry was positioned for a vertical anterior
megavolt (MV) beam so that the kV tube was set in a
horizontal orientation with respect to the phantom. Both
the conventional CBCT and x-ray projection images were
reconstructed using back projection with the standard
Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) algorithm.25

Image guidance under gravitational deformation

We repeated the method described with a porcine heart
secured and mounted to the Phantom Rotation Platform.
A separate CBCT was taken with the platform rotated to
0 degrees for comparison with the static gantry recon-
struction method.

Our static gantry system had a fixed kV imaging sub-
system that is analogous to conventional gantry mounted
systems to create volumetric three-dimensional (3D)
CBCT images of patients during or immediately before
treatment. However, for our system, 3D image acquisition
occurred under patient rotation so that anatomical
deformation was coupled to rotation. This means that
conventional tomography reconstruction techniques are
suboptimal because using full 360-degree projections
could introduce significant deformation artefact, or blur.

To minimize deformation blur, projections were sorted
into angular bins, which cover a small range of patient
rotation (Fig 2). Each angular bin was then reconstructed
into a 3D image using an iterative digital-tomosynthesis
reconstruction method. First, the reconstruction method
required that the entire 360-degree projection set was used
to reconstruct a deformation-blurred volume (fBlurred)
using the FDK algorithm. Then, the projection set was
split into NBin angular-correlated bins with equal angular
range. For this study, NBin Z 18 with bins centered at 0,
20,., 340 degrees was found to be an appropriate choice
(ie, first bin: �10 to 10 degrees; second bin: 10-30
c solution (left) and a conventional linac (right).



Figure 2 Our small arc imaging solution in which projections are sorted into angular bins and reconstructed into separate digital-
tomosynthesis images.
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degrees; etc.). Each angular bin was reconstructed in a
separate volume using the prior image constrained com-
pressed sensing (PICCS) algorithm26 and fBlurred as the
common prior. The PICCS algorithm accounts for
undersampled projection sets by adding a regularization
term that combines a prior image similarty constraint and
a total-variation constraint. This allows a 3D volume to be
reconstructed with just a narrow angular range of pro-
jections. The output of this method is reconstructed 3D
volumes with minimal deformation blur at various couch
angles.
Results

Imaging equivalence

The volumetric images of the Catphan phantom
reconstruction with fluoroscopic projections while the
phantom rotated (Fig 3A) are equivalent (within 8% of the
image intensity range) to the volumetric images that were
reconstructed with projections acquired in a conventional
manner with the gantry rotating. The difference image
shows that the 2 images are almost identical except for
small differences that can be observed around the edge of
the phantom. The small differences were most likely
caused by a misalignment between the couch rotation axis
and the LINAC rotation axis, which is a limitation of this
study. The line profile (Fig 3B) shows that the 2 images
have a high agreement in both pixel intensities and spatial
information. A histogram of the difference image is
shown in Figure 3C. The mean absolute pixel value of the
difference image was 28 Hounsfield units (HU) with a
maximum value of 110 HU, which is comparable to un-
certainties that are caused by Poisson noise. The spatial
uncertainty, quantified by the maximum magnitude of the
deformation vector field (DVF) between the 2 images
obtained using B-spline transformation-based deformable
image registration, was <1 mm.
Imaging under gravitational deformation

Figure 4 shows the conventional CBCT (porcine heart
fixed at 0 degrees) and fixed-beam images (20-degree
span in porcine heart rotation in each angular bin) of the
porcine heart when viewed from different angles. The
deformation between the conventional CBCT and fixed
beam (static gantry) cases was quantified by the magnitude
of the DVF between the 2 images, calculated via B-spline
transformation-based deformable image registration. The
0-degree fixed-gantry, rotating phantom geometry recon-
struction was found to coincide with the conventional
CBCT image as shown in Figure 4A, with a mean
magnitude of<3 mm and maximum magnitude of<5 mm
of the DVF. This indicates an acceptable accuracy of the
proposed reconstruction method for the static gantry
acquisition. Similar accuracies can be inferred for the other
angular bins despite the absence of ground truth compar-
isons because the reconstruction algorithm does not bias
toward the 0-degree orientation. Gravitational deformation
is expected to be the main contributing factor for the dif-
ferences between the rotating phantom and conventional
CBCT images for other angular bins, as shown in
Figure 4B. The mean deformation magnitude ranged from
3.0 mm to 8.9 mm, with up to 16.1 mm maximum
deformation. Deformation was mainly observed in the
downward direction due to gravity, which is advantageous
to the static gantry, horizontal patient rotation treatment
geometry because the MV beam is aligned along the same
direction.
Discussion

The inclusion of image guidance and adaptation
enables a change in the patient setup paradigm, from the
current iterative external or internal alignment to a
patient-adaptive approach. Currently, patients are typi-
cally set up for treatment with 1 or a combination of



Figure 3 (A) Reconstructed Catphan images acquired with the conventional CBCT acquisition (left) and the static gantry acquisition
(middle) (C/W Z �250/1500 HU). The difference image is shown on the right (C/W Z 0/1000 HU). (B) The intensity profiles
extracted along the dashed line as shown in (A). (C) The histogram of the difference image. HU: Hounsfield unit.
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room lasers, indexing systems, and x-ray imaging. The
patient position is measured, corrected, and often
measured again prior to treatment. In the patient-adaptive
approach, variations in patient position and interfraction
and intrafraction changes can be accounted for dosi-
metrically, even for large displacements. For example,
for conformal prostate radiotherapy, shifts in patient
positioning of up to 10 cm could be robustly adapted by
geometry-based adaptation27 and an intrafraction organ
motion of 2 cm could be accounted for similarly.28 For
intensity modulated radiation therapy, geometry-based
adaptation has been demonstrated to maintain plan
quality despite target rotations of up to 5 degrees
and translations up to 15 mm.29 Having the system adapt



Figure 4 Images of the porcine heart acquired with conventional cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) (top) and our static
gantry acquisitions (bottom). For the conventional CBCT case, different views of one single, reconstructed image with the porcine heart
fixed at 0 degrees is shown. For the static gantry case, a separate reconstruction from each angular bin is shown. (A) The conventional
CBCT image can be considered the ground truth for the 0-degree angular bin of the static gantry, rotating phantom reconstruction.
(B) For all other angular bins, gravitational deformation is expected to be the main contributing factor for the differences between the
conventional CBCT image and the rotating phantom images (C/W Z �250/1500 HU).
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to the patient rather than adapting the patient to the
system will improve workflow when automation is
sufficiently fast.

Comparison of proposed concept with existing
treatment systems

Our concept is quite different from other treatment
system machines that are currently available for mega-
voltage photonradiotherapy. The key differentiating fea-
tures are patient rotation, which challenges image
guidance, and immobilization, with reductions in the size,
cost, and service burden of the rotating gantry. The grav-
itational effects on patient anatomy during rotation mean
that real-time image guidance and adaptation could
potentially be used to maintain treatment quality for
curative patients. Overcoming this technological barrier
means in a general sense that a large fraction of patients can
be offered real-time imaging and adaptation. Marker-based
real-time image guidance has been a clinical reality in real-
time radiotherapy and CyberKnife30 systems for more than
a decade and recently has been implanted into a single-kV
imager gantry rotating system,31 which is an analog of our
proposed single-kV imager patient rotating system. For
widespread use, real-time image-guided radiation therapy
will likely need markerless solutions. A variety of
kV-based and MV-based solutions also have been pro-
posed.30,32-34 Much work is going into the broader clinical
translation for these promising markerless methods.

Once the real-time image-guided radiation therapy
system determines tumor location, the task of real-time
adaptation to this motion can be achieved via multileaf
collimator (MLC) tracking. MLC tracking technology has
been clinically implemented for translational target
tracking35 and demonstrated to account for tumor rota-
tion36 and deformation37 in phantom cases.

Accounting for gravitational deformation

One of the key challenges related to a static gantry
(fixed-beam) treatment machine is accounting for gravi-
tational deformation under patient rotation. The feasibility
of correcting for gravitational deformation for CBCT was
demonstrated with a porcine heart as a first step toward
more realistic experiments. We are now investigating the
effects of gravity on live animals and real patients. The
effects of patent orientation, rotation speed, and the
angular reproducibility of deformation will also be stud-
ied in extensive future work. A large library of patient
magnetic resonance imaging (MRIs) under rotation will
be acquired to support future studies with an MRI-
compatible couch that has been built.

Gravitational deformation during treatment is
addressed in terms of coarse and fine anatomic deforma-
tion. Adaptive plans built based on the CBCT at different
patient rotation angles will be used to account for coarse
anatomical deformation. Fine anatomic deformation will
be adapted by MLC tracking.

Future work

The immediate next steps toward the development of
our machine include validation of the functional dosi-
metric equivalence between our static gantry geometry
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and a conventional rotating gantry treatment geometries;
demonstration of a real-time imaging solution under our
treatment geometry of true in vivo motion and deforma-
tion using small animals; magnetic resonance imaging
of human organ motion and deformation using our
MRI-compatible patient rotation couch; and development
of a clinical prototype and demonstration-of-use cases for
multiple cancer types, sites, and patient demographics.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated the functional
imaging equivalence between static gantry and conven-
tional treatment and imaging geometries. We also
demonstrated an initial method for real-time image
reconstruction under horizontal patient rotation with a
deformable phantom. This demonstration is a necessary
first step toward solving the much larger clinical chal-
lenge of accounting for and adapting to patient motion
and tissue deformation with a static gantry imaging sys-
tem and a horizontally rotating patient.
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